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Thank You For Standing With Us
In 2017, Rose Brooks Center served 14,487 adults and children, and 56 pets through support and advocacy. Thousands more were trained by Rose Brooks staff in hospitals, police departments, schools, and throughout the community on how to screen for domestic violence and provide support and resources to those escaping violence.

By educating community partners, we change the way they respond to survivors, and thousands of lives are saved each year. Until the epidemic of domestic violence is stopped, Rose Brooks will be here, and we thank you for standing alongside us, reminding survivors they are not alone.

When they are ready, Rose Brooks is here.
In 2018, we humbly continue to serve the Kansas City community and beyond, as innovators and leaders in providing care to those who need us most - survivors of domestic violence, their families, and their beloved pets.
Rose Brooks Center has committed 40 years to providing safety, care, and education to those impacted by domestic violence. Because of your support we continue to create innovative ways to end domestic violence, support survivors, and create safe futures for lives of every kind. Thank you for being a part of this important work.

Sincerely,

Susan K. Miller, CEO

Agency and Community Impact in 2017

- **59,167** nights of safety were provided to families escaping violence through emergency shelter and housing.
- **4,421** nights of safety were provided to family pets in our on-site pet shelter PAWS Place.
- **8,435** individuals in crisis called Rose Brooks Center’s hotline to speak to one of our Hotline Advocates.
- Hospital advocates met with **1,104** patients experiencing domestic violence, through the hospital-based Bridge Program™, currently in 13 hospitals and clinics throughout Kansas City.
- Court Advocates helped **1,823** survivors navigate the legal system.
- Victim Advocates supported police officers on **2,487** domestic violence calls after they used a research-based assessment that determined the survivor was at high risk of being killed.
- **1,020** students learned about healthy relationships through our school-based violence prevention program, Project SAFE®.
Rose Brooks Center Mission
The mission of Rose Brooks Center is to end the cycle of domestic violence so that adults, children, and their pets can live free of abuse.

Rose Brooks Center Vision
Rose Brooks Center envisions a world free of domestic violence. We serve as a leader of innovative comprehensive family violence services, sharing our legacy of hope through advocacy, education, and empowerment.

"You don't know how much stress you are under until you are truly safe. I can't believe this is real. Rose Brooks saved our lives." - A resident speaking about her experience at Rose Brooks Center in 2017.

Revenue and Expense Analysis
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2017 (audited information)

With a Little Help From Our Friends in 2017
Volunteers contributed 11,882 hours of their time to support Rose Brooks Center’s mission. We could not have done it without their talents, time, and kindness. Thank you to everyone who volunteered in 2017!